The board which I well recollect hereafter.

eye man of discernment, who has lived 10 or 50
years must have observed and lamented the ge-

nical decay of parental authority, and the con-

sequent frugality and abuse instead of our-

young men, boys of 16 or 17 years, without judgment

without experience or almost any knowlege. If

up they had early and easily effect to judge for

themselves, their teachers, and even their parents

in matters of morality of government, of edu-

cation, in fact in every thing. The effect of the

other general cause is visible throughout the

whole of their acquaintance. Nothing can be more

noticable than boys at school talking of "unseen

heaven," or their earthy. They teach and expect that

of heaven; and of "announcing heaven" after the

genuine story of the former called from the ca-

lumns of heaven; yet these very sounds are

attended with the most mischievous consequences.

For all these causes, therefore the board of edu-

caion have no power or influence, but they must be

considered to be counteracted by fair opposition.

I have understood and observed ever since the

establishment of the University, that the Senate

ers have generally appointed themselves after

this period of the second session, and that, as

taking a general resistance to authority did not take

place, a spirit of mutiny was always the
